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Description 

In the design phase of infrastructure projects, automation of road design offers tremendous 
benefits to engineers. Passing from tedious manual road-design check to automatic check leads 
to faster results, while reducing errors and increasing productivity. 
This class introduces a new way of supporting collaboration between owners and operators, 
through an openBIM approach. Dynamo Civil 3D can import multiple LandXML files, not 
necessarily developed in Civil 3D, instead of using Civil 3D Design Criteria with a limited number 
of design parameters, Dynamo can increase flexibility, check more parameters, and create 
automatic reports, this practice allows project owners to control the design, maintain consistency 
by centralizing all aspects of road-design checking in one environment.  
This Design check is the first step of a complete innovation path, eventually leading to more 
comprehensive automation. 
 

Speakers 

Elisa Ambrassa is a Structural Engineer, curious and passionate about buildings, architecture 
and innovation. As a BIM Coordinator she works in the BIM Implementation unit of Enel, based in 
Rome, Italy, where I carry out different tasks connected to projects, such as coordination, 
automation of wind and solar plants desing and model checkings. She started her career in 2018 

Learning Objectives 

• Develop Dynamo scripts as standard routine for road design check starting from 
LandXML files 

• Create automatic reports of the design parameters  

• Implement customizable solution to complete complex and repetitive tasks 
efficiently on time  

• Collaborate with open formats and add more flexibility to the design process 
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at an architecture and engineering office, where she designed structures, especially buildings and 
bridges. 
 

Cristiano Saad is a Civil Engineer driven by innovation practices and fun. Always concerned with 
collaboration between people, he promotes process optimization through high technology. He 
works as BIM coordinator at Enel Green Power, responsible for BIM implementation in South 
America countries. In his academic background, he holds a master's degree in Structural 
Optimization through BIM modeling and is currently a doctoral student in Construction Planning 
supported by innovative methodologies. 
 

Israa Ismail is a senior civil engineer at Enel working mainly on infrastructure projects in North 
America. She has worked for more than ten years on civil design using a variety of 
Autodesk   programs. Being involved in large-scale renewable energy projects, her goal is to 
continue developing innovative solutions to automate the design process of projects 
infrastructures and optimize design in terms of time and cost.    

 

Marta Bandino is a Construction Engineer, who is also passionate about photography, music 
and basketball (she’s also a concert and basket photographer for a few online magazines in Italy).  
She worked for 2 years as BIM Specialist for MEP and architecture studies in Rome. 
Now in ENEL, always interested in helping colleagues by trying to optimise the work ,she 
collaborate for BIM implementation with  automations for wind plants design and model checkings. 
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Develop Dynamo scripts as standard routine for road design check starting 
from LandXML files 
 

During the design phase of infrastructural projects, automation of roads design can be of 
enormous benefits to designers/engineers for all projects regardless of type, size, and range of 
construction activities, performing automatic checks and adopting rapid modifications to road 
design is crucial for successful design outcomes.  

By developing Dynamo scripts, it is possible to support a collaboration that aligns with the 
preferred way of working adopted by owners and operators, thus enabling interoperability.  

The process can be initiated by collecting multiple open-format LandXML files that contain any 
element from the road design model including existing surface, alignments or profiles that are not 
necessarily developed in Civil 3D environment and might be created by various design suppliers 
using their own design tools. 

Dynamo Civil 3D enables owners to import multiple LandXML files and perform automatic road 
design check. In Civil 3D, the Design Criteria tools that are embedded in Civil 3D environment 
can perform geometric design check for limited design parameters, (for example, maximum 
slopes per vehicle type), while in Dynamo Civil 3D, the process can be more flexible, any design 
criteria can be developed, many parameters can be added and evaluated to align with all 
applicable codes and standards.  

 

Minimum Requirements 
 
To be able to use Dynamo Civil 3D tools as presented in this document, there are some minimum 
requirements that are necessary to carry out the automation processes as listed below: 

• Civil3D 2020 (or earlier) installed. 

• Dynamo Version 2.0 (or earlier); 

• Package Civil3DToolkit Version 1.28 (or earlier) installed; 

• Basic knowledge of Python programming in case that modifications in the routines are 
required. 

 

Drawing Settings 
 
The first dynamo script refers to drawing settings and is important to ensure that the Civil3D 
document opened contains basic configurations that are needed in next scripts. By running this 
script, the user will be able to define the system units, coordinate zone, and user styles. 
 
As input, it is necessary to insert the coordinate system code, that can be consulted in reference 
tables, the system unit – True for meters or False for Feet – and the alignment style name that 
will be created in the next scripts. Moreover, the user can also choose to configure the alignment 
style manually or automatically using Autodesk default styles. 
As output, the current drawing will be configure and ready to execute the subsequent script. It is 
important to note that the user can also configure manually the drawing settings or create a 
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drawing template that already contains these basic settings. In case that the user chooses to 
execute it manually, this step can be skipped. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 - Drawing Settings on Dynamo Player 

 
Figure 2 - Drawing Settings Dynamo Graph 

 

Surface Creation 
 
The second script refers to the topographic surface that could be generated by .IMX or .TXT files. 
In the former, the dynamo script will require the user to select the IMX file, which represents the 
topographic area being studied. In the latter, the procedure is similar, but the user input should 
be a .TXT file containing points with X, Y, and Z coordinates. 
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The main difference between them is related to the time processing. If the user chooses to upload 
a IMX file, the process could be 10 times faster than the other alternative. This is because the 
IMX file is a surface that has been already processed in other software, such as Infraworks, and 
thus the mesh generation is simplified, while in the TXT file, the mesh generation basically starts 
from the first steps. 
 
Like the first script, related to Drawing Settings, in the second script the user also skips it if she/he 
does not want to display the topographic profile or even, the user can carry out these processes 
manually, to be more confident regarding the processes. 
 
As reference, an IMX with 4,0 GB took 5 min to be processed by the script, while the 
correspondent TXT file took more or less 1 hour. 
 

 
Figure 3 - Surface Creation on Dynamo Player (left) and the Dynamo Script (right) 

      
Figure 4 - The Created Surface 
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Import multiple LandXML 
 
The third script refers to the process of multiple LandXML files importation since the current 
Civil3D command _LANDXMLIN allows only one file at a time. Then, the routine works as follows. 
 
First, it is important to highlight that the user should organize all LandXML files in the same folder 
directory. Then, by selecting this folder as input of the dynamo script, the multiple import process 
will be executed and all the files imported will appear as output. Note that, depending on the 
models size, it could take some seconds to complete it (internal tests were finished in about 10 
seconds).  
  

 
Figure 5 – Import Multiple LandXML on Dynamo Player 

 

 
Figure 6 – Dynamo script related to Import Multiplie LandXML 

 
 
In doing so, with the LandXML models, the user can visualize in Civil3D all alignments, labels, 
and profiles that were included. No matter what software the designer used, the LandXML should 
contain the alignments and profiles that are recognized by Civil3D environment. 
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Figure 7 – LandXML models imported in the Civil3D drawing 

 
 
This step is the beginning of openBIM collaboration in roads design. Although the LandXML files 
do not automatically update in the current version of the script, it enables the Infrastructure team 
to check the LandXML models, which are in progress and provided by the designer. The next 
steps will be the automatic update based on CDE synchronized folders. 
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Alignment Checks 
 
By running the Dynamo script, it is possible to create visual alerts on the alignment with properties 
associated to them. 
The first part of the script is to check the radius in the middle of each arch of the alignments, 
compare it with a minimum value required and then create and place the alerts, as 3D spheres, 
assigning a green layer if passed or red if failed.  
 
 

 
Figure 8 – Alert Creation 

 
 
 
 
 

Afterwards, property sets defined in a json file are set and assigned together with the values to 
the alerts. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 9 – Property set definition 
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Just changing the inputs in Dynamo Player, concerning the minimum radius and the directory 
path in which the report will be saved, the output will appear on the alignments. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 10 – Radius check on Dynamo Player 

 

 

 
Figure 11 – Radius alerts with Property Sets in the Civil3D drawing  
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Profile Checks 
 
By running the Dynamo script, it is possible to create profile views for each alignment. 
As visual alert, rectangles that highlight the area in which the vertical profile value complies with 
predefined standards or not are created. 
The first part of the script creates profile views and rectangle as alerts. 
 
 

 
Figure 12 – Vertical profile creation 

 
 
 
A second part checks the slope in the middle of the curves deriving from the polycurve created 
as connection of the profile vertical intersections (PVIs) of the alignment profiles, and places the 
alerts on the profile views, with a green layer for passed check or red for failed check. 
 
 

 
Figure 13 – Alerts Creation 

  
 
Afterwards, Property sets defined in a json file are set and assigned together with the values to 
the alerts. 
 

 
 

Figure 14 – Property set definition 
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Just changing the inputs in Dynamo Player, concerning the maximum slope and the directory path 
in which the report will be saved, the output will appear on the vertical profiles. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 15 – Slope check on Dynamo player 

 
 

 
Figure 16 – Slope alerts with Property sets 
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Create automatic reports of the design parameters 

Excel Report 
 
For checking the radius and vertical profile slope, an external Excel report which contains the full 
history of each checked parameter is created.  
 

 
Figure 17 – Creation of the report related to radius check 

 
 

 
Figure 18 – Resulted report in Excel  
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Figure 19 – Creation of the report related to slope check 

 
 
 

 
Figure 20 – Resulted report in Excel 

 
Centralizing all aspects of road-design checking in one environment leads to improve consistency, 
as any parameter can be validated and modified with Dynamo instead of the limited number of 
predefined parameters that are presented in the xml Design criteria. 
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Result Table in pdf 
 
Another report created for the checks is a table containing all the parameter the user want to see, 
defining them in the Dynamo Player with boolean answers.  
 
 

 
Figure 21 – Result table script on Dynamo Player 

 

 
Figure 22 – Result table inserted automatically in the Civil3D drawing 
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Implement customizable solution to complete repetitive and complex tasks 
efficiently on time 

With the approach introduced in this document, Engineer/Designer who performs road design 
checking can use the presented routines with her/his personal styles and settings to analyse the 
road layout. This proposed customizable solution is intended to save time during technical 
analysis by reducing the repetitive human tasks, such as the verification of each alignment curve 
or vertical profile slopes in the Civil 3D model. It is important to note, however, that this workflow 
does not substitute the engineering professional but is an auxiliary tool inside Civil3D to automate 
some processes. Moreover, it is not mandatory that the user runs all scripts – she/he can skip 
some of the scripts if it is already done in the model or if she/he prefers to use manual checking 
procedure for other reasons that are not related to time processing. 

Besides that, the proposed workflow was introduced to improve also the time spent in the output, 
mainly related to creation of tables and pdf. As presented in this document, the use of Dynamo 
for Civil 3D can provide efficient solutions and flexibility to customize design parameters, outputs, 
and produce Excel and pdf reports, while the tables with Boolean inputs provide different columns, 
with table sizes that can be easily modified with an integer slider. Therefore, team productivity will 
be improved in different stages and the time saved can be then dedicated to other tasks. Our 
recommendation is that the time saved should be used to improve the current scripts and create 
others that complement and expand the main goals. 

 

Collaborate with open formats and add more flexibility to the design process 

One of our main goals was to find an effective method to facilitate design review process and 
achieve the same results with different working methods/programs adapted by consultants/design 
suppliers. From this need, we identified LandXML files as our OpenBIM-Input, from which all our 
project developments and checks are derived. LandXML and Dynamo for Civil3D are powerful 
tools that can give engineers/designers the capability to customize different design-check 
methods according to companies' requirement and local standards.  

Some of our next tasks, which we are working on, are the creation of automatic zooms on errors, 
the calculation of cut and fill volume and implementation of a price List linked to the objects. 
Another future improvement is the automatic correction of some errors with Dynamo, such as the 
alignment radius values. 


